Bright Start Fellowship International School has undertaken the social work project on Anaemia called ‘Let’s Be Well Red’ in collaboration with the student Rajvi Mehta from reputed Ivyleague ‘Brown University’ who received the prestigious Howard R. Swearer International Service Fellowship for this project. The project is being carried forward by Aashni Shah, Arya Javeri and Devyani Bhandari from Grades X and XII. They have actively participated in the project by spreading awareness about Anemia.

Devyani and Arya attended a medical camp at Bandra hosted by The Lions Club to carry forward the initiative. It was organized by the well known politician Priya Dutt. The Union Health Minister, Mr. Gulam Navi Azad had also graced the occasion. Women and children as well as men were educated about the ill effects of anaemia and the precautions that need to be taken to prevent the disease through a short animation and a powerpoint presentation.

The girls also went to Seva Sadan Society to spread the awareness further. This home to destitute girls needed their guidance, as most anaemic patients are women. With the support of our school, they will cover more schools and underprivileged sectors. Our aim at Bright Start is to nurture young minds and souls as the students learn to give back all they can to the society.